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About This Game

You will die a lot, i promise.
Jump Like a Pirate - hardcore pixel-art platformer, developed by single man. Here you will jump... or die, depends on your

skill. Be greedy, collect ALL that coins, evading different deadly traps.
Two words about mechanics:

Collect coins to complete the greed scale of your pocket pirate.
More time you waste - faster things around happen. Good reaction challenge, isn't it?

Each trap has unique mechanic and it's behavior changes randomly from trap to trap, providing unpredictable gameplay in all
stages.

Complete level - get new hat. Hardcore men also need some fun. More hats for more fun!
Jump, die, be greedy and have fun with JLAP!
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Title: Jump Like A Pirate
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Pirate Games
Publisher:
Enjoy Games
Release Date: 7 Feb, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® 7 64-bit

Processor: Dual Core 2.0 GHz

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: Compatible with DirectX 9

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 100 MB available space

English
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jump like a pirate. jump like a pirate badge

Fun game, the soundtrack really keeps you going for all the coins!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JcMqtvLJ9LI. Jump like a pirate is an absolute masterpiece. Combining majesticly eye
catching graphics with an amusing and engaging plot. Throughout the story you can get very attached to the main charactor
whos name is unknown. Although the game has an abundance of things to do within the outstandingly large open world my
absolute favourite part of the game is the uninstall button.. nostalgy game seems like weird mario. Fun and easy to play. Not too
exciting or engaging but entertainging and simple.
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